
WHICH INSTITUTIONS?



THE CLAIM IS THAT INSTITUTIONS MATTER, BUT WHICH?

 Not clear which institutions matter

 But often-mentioned candidates include property rights and rule of law, courts, and

those promoting less violence like police.

 Institutions that foster cooperation –like strong civic society

 and accountability of public actors –like the media– should also play a big role.

 We still know little about these, but we will cover some papers of concrete institutions

in this class.



PROPERTY RIGHTS AND FINANCE

By SIMON JOHNSON, JOHN MCMILLAN, AND CHRISTOPHER WOODRUFF



HOW IMPORTANT ARE PROPERTY RIGHTS 

Main questions of the paper:

1. Are secure property rights necessary for entrepreneurial investment?

2. Are they sufficient or is external finance need?

3. Is external finance (credit/equity) important for firms to be profitable and grow?



HOW DO THE AUTHORS GO ABOUT ADDRESSING THESE QUESTIONS?

 Implement a survey that measures proxies of property rights, suitability for external

finance.

 Use variation across countries and across firms’ perceptions of these and map them to

investment at the firm level.



WHAT ARE THE MAIN FINDINGS OF THE PAPER?

 Secure property rights are necessary for investment.

 Secure property rights are sufficient for investment, in the sense that whether

there is credit available or unavailable is not important.

 Entrepreneurs reinvest less of their retained earnings when they perceive their

property rights to be insecure, irrespective of whether they own the collateral that

is generally needed to obtain credit.

“The issue is not whether entrepreneurs have enough resources, but rather whether

they want to invest their retained earnings or instead consume these earnings”

Note: this may happen in their context since these firms have large profits at that

time.



CONTEXT

 1997 survey of recently formed small manufacturing firms in five transition countries: Poland, Romania,

Slovakia, Ukraine, and Russia.

➢ Chose countries explicitly to look for variation in institutional conditions.

 Large profits and retained earnings (20% in Russia to 6% in Slovakia)

➢ Why?

➢ They argue it is because of recent move to freer markets and hostile business environment creates entry

barriers, and unfilled niches



CONTEXT

 Measures:

➢ Outcome:

➢ “How much did you reinvest out of profits during 1996?” 0%, 1–10%, 11–25, 26–49, etc.”

➢ Main explanatory variable

➢ Property rights: index of questions about extralegal payments (licences, services, protection),

and also how much courts can be relied upon.



 Russia and Ukraine: 90% extra legal payments! While the other countries are closer to 20%.



WHY THE VARIATION IN PROPERTY RIGHTS?

 Different realities

➢ Different types of firms?

 Different perceptions

➢ E.g. Different age of respondents? Different contacts?

 Other firm characteristics?

 They control for age, start up, tax payments, industry and country fixed effects, some manager

characteristics.

The analysis will be based on assuming “selection on observables”, a strong assumption. That is

that controlling for the observables, the firms experiencing more/less secure property rights, or

more/less collateral have similar investment opportunities.



MAIN VARIABLES

 Index of property rights from 0 to 4: Licenses, services, protection, courts

➢ Correlation between the first 3 is very high, >0.50. With courts they are about 0.11

➢ Correlation between these and having collateral is close to zero (-0.05)

➢ Why is this good for the methodology?

 Reinvestment: Polish and Romanian firms reinvested 50%, while Russia and Ukraine 30-

40%



 Loans: small at around 2% of sales.

 Is this a demand or a supply issue? Is it a problem for them if it is supply driven?

 Collateral: In the U.S. 20% of loans to firms were without collateral, in the sample here only 2%.

 This is not because of lack of collateral: more than 75% of firms say they were able to offer collateral.

Profit reinvestment is the main source of investment capital

MAIN VARIABLES



PERCEIVED PROPERTY RIGHTS 

MATTER

 Ordered probit since dependent variable is an 

interval. 

 Control for variables correlated with firm 

investment (age, start up, taxes, collateral to ask 

for loans, having had loans before).

 More controls: country and industry FE. 

Enterprenurs: age, schooling, experience.

 Conclusion: more insecure property rights 

and ineffectiveness of courts discourages 

reinvestments of profit.

➢ Across countries

➢ But even perceived within countries across firms



 Firms with the most secure property rights (those with an index value of zero) have an average 

predicted reinvestment rate of 55.1 percent; those with the least secure property rights have an 

average predicted reinvestment rate of 33.5 percent. 

QUANTITATIVE LARGE “EFFECT” OF PROPERTY RIGHTS



DOES ACCESS TO CREDIT HELP INVESTMENT?

 Two variables, one indicating that the firm has collateralizable 

assets, and the other indicating the firm received a loan prior to 

1996. Both of these variables are strongly correlated with 

receiving a loan in 1996. 

 Collateral is necessary for access to loans. Only six of 310 firms 

reporting loans in 1996 said they did not provide collateral. 

 Result: Variables for access to loans are not 

related to reinvesting profits more.

 Credit does not cause more reinvestment of profits, but what 
about investment overall? 

 Problems?

➢ Received prior: maybe don’t need more? Collateral according 
to firm not bank



CAVEATS:

Survey on a sensitive topic:

 Self-reported: maybe it is all perceptions: managers may try to self-justify for not investing.

➢ Do not have rich controls for managers attitudes

 High non-response

Bias from sampling:

 Survivor Bias: the effect may be underestimated since those with less secure property rigths abandoned, or

did not enter.

Assumed exogenous property rights.

 Maybe investing causes more secure rights (reverse causality): hard since these are small firms.

 Can investment opportunities be higher for those with high perceived property rights?

Loan use is different from loan demand: maybe those with more collateral need less loans.

 In the loan regressions why focus on reinvestment of profit: loans are a substitute for reinvestment of profit



“DELINKING LAND RIGHTS FROM LAND USE: 

CERTIFICATION AND MIGRATION IN MEXICO” 

By Alain de Janvry, Kyle Emerick, Marco Gonzalez-Navarro, and Elisabeth Sadoulet.



Presentation by Marco Gonzalez of his paper



“MISALLOCATION IN THE MARKET FOR INPUTS:

ENFORCEMENT AND THE ORGANIZATION

OF PRODUCTION” 

By JOHANNES BOEHM AND EZRA OBERFIELD.



MOTIVATION

 Idea: Weak contract enforcement hinders firm-to-firm trade and distorts production

decisions.

 Court congestion in India:

➢ Around 6 million of the 22 million pending cases are older than five years

➢ Plant-level data from India’s Annual Survey of Industries: basic and specific inputs

➢ how court congestion alters plants’ input choices.

▪ Contract enforcement is particularly important for relationship-specific input: as there is no

competition in the short run for this inputs by definition.

▪ Where courts don’t function well → better to do it yourself (vertical integration), or buy less suitable

but more homogeneous inputs



HOLD  UP PROBLEM

 When a supplier makes a good SPECIFIC to a particular buyer, the buyer may refuse to pay

and the supplier cannot sell that good to alternative buyers.

Courts as a solution:

 Courts could potentially be used, but they need to be fast to be useful.

 In India as of 2017, about 9% of pending cases in district courts and 6% of pending cases in High

Courts are older than 10 years.

 The lowest tier: District Courts, in district capitals and major cities.

 Middle tier: High Courts one for each state. Also administer subordinate courts in their jurisdiction.



DATA

 Annual Survey of Industry (ASI), 2000/01 to 2012/13

➢ all establishments with more than 100 employees, and every year a fifth of all establishments

with more than 20 employees.

➢ Product codes are at the five-digit level, of which there are around 5,200 codes in their

classification.

➢ product-level information on each plant’s intermediate inputs and outputs.

▪ Industry’s reliance on relationship specific inputs at the national level = the fraction of

intermediate-input expenditures spent on relationship-specific inputs across all plants in the

industry.

 Measure of congestion in Courts:

 Average age of pending civil cases in each court, at the end of the calendar year 2016



VARIATION IN INPUT USE IN NARROW INDUSTRIES: EX.

 Even narrow industries use different (more/less) materials



MAIN EXPLANATORY VARIABLE: AGE OF PENDING CIVIL CASES

 The first high courts (Madras, Bombay,

and Calcutta) were set up by the

British in the 1861 → these have

higher backlogs

 Then new courts when a new state

was created → new courts start with

lower backlog of cases.



FACT 1. IN STATES WITH MORE-CONGESTED COURTS, COST SHARES OF INTERMEDIATE VS

PRIMARY INPUTS ARE RELATIVELY LOWER IN INDUSTRIES THAT TEND TO RELY MORE ON

RELATIONSHIP-SPECIFIC INTERMEDIATE INPUTS

 Comparing across states courts and across industries that rely more vs less on relationship-specific

inputs

 for each additional year of court congestion…

 ….plants’ materials share of cost declines by 1.67pp

more….

 …in industries that rely on relationship specific inputs

 “low materials share suggests that a plant may be

doing more consecutive steps in the production

process themselves”



PROBLEM: COURT BACKLOG MAY PROXY FOR SOMETHING ELSE

 Control for potentially omitted state level factors correlated with court backlog

➢ Column (2) controls for the interaction of relationship specificity with district income per capita

➢ Column (3) interaction of relationship specificity trust, corruption, linguistic fragmentation, and fragmentation by caste



FACT 2. IN STATES WITH MORE-CONGESTED COURTS, INTERMEDIATE INPUT

BUNDLES ARE TILTED TOWARD STANDARDIZED INTERMEDIATE INPUTS.

 Does not compare across industries

 Does not compare Intermediate vs primary inputs

 Relationship SPECIFIC inputs in the total mix to

intermediate inputs

 10 years more → 5pp lower share of specific inputs

Como define 

primary vs 

intermediate 

inputs?



FACT 3. IN STATES WITH MORE-CONGESTED COURTS, PLANTS IN INDUSTRIES THAT TEND

TO RELY MORE ON RELATIONSHIP-SPECIFIC INTERMEDIATE INPUTS HAVE LARGER

VERTICAL SPANS OF PRODUCTION

 Build a measure of “steps” to go from one good to another good using input-output matrix of who buys

which goods from whom.



ENDOGENEITY?

 Unobserved covariates of court congestion that may also affect the cost of plants’ inputs, and

thereby their input shares.

➢ E,g, better qualified labor force, more density of competitors or suppliers for an exogenous reason, different

demand patterns for the final goods, etc.

 They use as instrument the age of the High Court.

➢ To be a good instrument it has to predict backlog, which it does.

➢ Exclusion restriction: the states which opened new High Courts would not also be those where for some

reason (other than courts) firms use inputs differently.

▪ Using this instrument they find similar results

➢ May violate exclusion: New states tend to be relatively poor and have low state capacity; or when a state

splits, many firms lose their suppliers, easier to find homogeneous inputs.

➢ More ethnically homogeneous, so that newer courts might be correlated with better informal enforcement:

they control for ethnic fractionalization.



OTHER VARIATION?

 Put a firm fixed effect.

➢ The problem is that the this sucks up most variation, and estimates are imprecise.

 Other concerns:

➢ Technology may be different across states from –for example-- more loans to buy machines.

 This paper it not very well identified, but their contribution is a model that allows them to do

counterfactuals.



MODEL

 The authors develop a model that allows them to conduct counterfactuals.

 The model basically allows them to map observed dispersion in the cost of plants in different

states (but within a given industry) to court congestion.

➢ One critical assumption is that the parameters that govern contracting frictions vary by state, whereas the

recipe technology parameters (the α’s) are the same across states.

CONCLUSION

▪ They find that if courts could have the same level of congestion as the least congested date,

the boost to productivity is roughly 4%, and the gains for the states with the most congested

courts are roughly 8%.

➢ Seems small to me (but for services it may be larger + measures of court quality are rough)



“COURT ENFORCEMENT, BANK LOANS, AND 

FIRM INVESTMENT” 

By Jacopo Ponticelli and Leonardo S. Alencar



MOTIVATION AND IDEA

 Objective: Quantify to what extent slow courts limit lending, and in turn how this

affects investment

 Problem: they need exogenous variation in court quality

 Idea: combine a bankruptcy reform that allowed creditors to recover their loans,

and test if this is more effective in firms served by less congested courts.

➢ IV strategy

➢ Compare firms in adjacent municipalities served by different courts.

➢ Result: Municipalities with less congested courts experienced a greater increase in

secured loans to manufacturing firms and a greater increase in firm investment after

the introduction of the new bankruptcy law.



CONTEXT

 According to Doing Business Database of the World Bank, at the time of the reform secured

creditors could expect to recover 0.2% of their unpaid claims from an insolvent firm in Brazil.

➢ In the same year, secured creditors in the United States could expect to recover 80.2%, in China 31.7%,

and in India 24.6%.

➢ In the US secured creditors repaid in 1.5 years; in Brazil this is 4 years.

 Reform in 2005: (a) no successor liability; (b)

cap on workers claims, and priority of creditors

over tax authority.

Beware: this is not actual data on recoveries



SIMPLE MODEL TO FORMALIZE THESE IDEAS:

 Being able to recover more of their loans makes banks more likely to extend loans.

 For firms that need external finance, this will increase investment.

 A bankruptcy law reform will be more effective where courts function well.

 These are predictions that could potentially be tested with data on loans,

investment, and court effectiveness.

➢ Note however that the first two are outcomes, but the effectiveness of courts is an input, and we

need to “vary it exogenously”.



DATA: COURT CONGESTION

1. Justica Aberta: Monthly data on pending

cases, new cases, sentences, and number of

judges for all courts in Brazil (starting June

2009 )

 For each civil court, a measure of congestion=

# of pending cases / # of judges

2. Tribunal of Rio Grande do Sul (TJRS): all

bankruptcy cases filed in Rio Grande do Sul

between January 2000 and July 2014.

 Dates of filing and closing, judicial district →

measure of time in court at the judicial district

level

Both measures are closely related



DATA: LOANS AND INVESTMENT

3. Sistema de Informacoes de Credito (SCR) Central Bank: all loans above 5,000 Brazilian

reals (BRL) issued by financial institutions operating in Brazil.

 Loan characteristics + location of borrower (2003-2008)

 Focus on collateralized loans to manufacturing firms (77 thousand of them).

4. Cadastro Central de Empresas (CEMPRE): survey all manufacturing firms with more than

30 employees.

 single-plant firms and to firms that do not change their location

 13,129 unique firms and 65,744 firm-year observations in the period between 2003 and 2008

 Number of workers, value of output, investment and the total book value of assets



SPECIFICATION: CORRELATION

 Dyj = outcome averaged for municipality “j”, change calculated in the post vs the pre period

 831 municipalities



MAGNITUDES

 a 1 sd difference in court congestion is associated with:

➢ a 0.14 sd difference in the number of secured loans per firm.

➢ a 0.12 sd difference in firm investment as a share of assets

➢ Not clear effect on firm size



ESTABLISHING CAUSALITY

 Reverse causality:

 courts reduced backlog in municipalities where there was going to be more investment from firms, in

anticipation of the bankruptcy reform

 Selection:

 firms which need more investment moved to municipalities with lower congestion. Or simply, firms

are different in less congested municipalities in a way that correlates with loan demand and

investment.

 Actually they show that indeed firms are indeed different in this observed characteristics (large and

more productive firms are in more congested municipalities)



ESTABLISHING CAUSALITY

 Potential extra-jurisdiction.

➢ Idea: the law mandates minimum requirements that a

municipality has to satisfy to become the seat of a

judicial district.

 (e.g. number of inhabitants, the number of voters in the last

election, the area in squared kilometers, the number of

judicial cases originated in a municipality, the amount of tax

revenues)

➢ Municipalities that do not satisfy these (dark gray)

have to be served by a nearby court (red dots) in a

different municipality (light gray)

➢ This means that some courts ---by virtue of being

close to non-compliant municipalities--- will have more

work.



ESTABLISHING CAUSALITY

 Instrument: the number of municipalities assigned to a given court.

 Identification assumption: the number of neighboring municipalities should not be correlated with

the firm’s investment opportunities, or loan demand.

 Not a problem: municipalities with courts have a different selection of firms→ not a problem since

we use the characteristics of neighboring municipalities.

 That is they compare firms in municipalities with courts, but with different types of neighboring municipalities

 Problems: (a) municipalities with better bureaucracies or entrepreneurs have more neighboring municipalities; (b)

the number of judges, staff, and other resources adjusted to the additional workload of cases from neighboring

municipalities.

 They argue that:

1. Geographical split was historical, and likely uncorrelated with quality of firms

2. The measure of potential extra-jurisdiction depends only on neighboring municipalities’ characteristics and,

conditional on a set of neighboring municipalities’ controls, potential extra-jurisdiction is uncorrelated with firm

characteristics→ this is testable and they test is

3. If judges adjusted, then there would be no predictive power, but there is



EXTRA JURISDICTIONS DO PREDICT CONGESTION (FIRST STAGE)

 One more municipality → 7% more

backlog, and 5% more time

 In other units: a 1 sd increase in

potential extra-jurisdiction is associated

with a 0.3 sd increase in court

congestion, and 0.4 sd in time.

 Apparently: no reallocation of judges



REDUCED FORM SPECIFICATION

Why N_neigbors as control?

to control for geography



ELASTICITIES = REDUCED FORM / FIRST STAGE

 Elasticity of secured loans per firm to differences in court congestion = 0.17

 With the reform, the municipality with a 1 sd lower PEJ had:

➢ 28.3% less congested civil courts, and experienced a 5% larger increase in secured

loans per firm (12.6% sd)

➢ Firms experienced a 0.46 pp larger increase in investment over assets (18.4% sd)

➢ 2.3% larger output (13.4% sd)

Do you believe these results? Are they small/large?



ROBUSTNESS 1: GEOGRAPHICAL DIFFERENCES

 Control for geographical differences: Contiguous municipality pairs across judicial

district borders in the same state in Brazil.

 Assumption: firms in the pair of municipalities are similar (they check this in observables)



ROBUSTNESS 2: PRE-EXISTING TRENDS

 Problem: municipalities with less PEJ were already experiencing more investment before the reform.

 Run a falsification test assuming that the reform was implemented in 2003 instead of 2005 → found

zero effects.

 Event study: Estimate separately the effect by year, for those municipalities with more PEJ.



ROBUSTNESS 3: EFFECT PRESENT ONLY IN UNSECURED LOANS

 Reform should matter less for unsecured loans because it gave higher priority to

secured lenders

 And that is what they find



CONCLUSIONS

 Court congestion seems to matter to get loans, invest, and use the optimal mix of

inputs .

 Other authors argue that it also distorts delegation: “imperfect law enforcement allows

middle managers to divert revenue from firms, which reduces delegation and

constrains firm size” (JAN GROBOVŠEK 2020)

 He finds that reducing law enforcement to its minimum value decreases GDP by 23% and triples

the self-employment rate!!

 Using cross-country empirical evidence, he finds a positive correlation between law enforcement

indicators and the aggregate share of managerial worker.

 In Mexico for instance many firms die when their founders retire, why is this?



NEXT CLASS: ONE LAST PAPER ON COURTS… AND START CULTURE

 Reading:

1. “Information and Bargaining through Agents: Experimental Evidence from Mexico’s Labor Courts”, I

will send this one on an email

2. “Corruption, Norms, and Legal Enforcement: Evidence from Diplomatic Parking Ticket”, by Fisman and

Miguel


